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PERSONAL DESCRIPTION

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION

TECHNICAL SKILLS

PROJECTS

PONDHARA LOKNATH
Quick learner, innovator, mentor

Email: -loknath0502@gmail.com
Mobile: +91 9705801055

To pursue a challenging career and be a part of progressive organization that gives

scope to enhance my knowledge, skills and reach pinnacle in with their determination and

Smart work.

A strong desire to become top performing person, positive attitude towards facing

challenges makes me to opt for career. Give a chance I can drive myself to success by

integrating personal and organizational needs.

Education Year of Passing Name of Board Marks

B.Tech 2021 JNTU (Malla Reddy
engineering
&management science)

6.5 CGPA

Diploma 2018 SBTET(GPT) 65.5%

10th 2015 SSC (ZPHS IDA Bollaram) 7.3%

 Java Basics

 PYTHON

 SQL server

 JAVA SCRIPT

 C/C++ Basics

 HTML5,CSS3

1.MINNIOR PROJECT
Title: Event Booking Management.

Description: this project explains about, any event is booking by the website by our web

page. For the booking we created a good-looking website for the customer attraction. For the

website used (HTML, CSS, JAVA SCRIPT, RECTJS)

mailto:-loknath0502@gmail.com
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RECENT ACTIVIY

PERSONAL PROFILE

DECLARATION

2. MAJOR PROJECT

Title: Crop Yield Precondition using Machine learning algorithm.

Description: This project is helping for farmers to precondition of crop production, by using

this application gain more profit also. This project builds by using python with some library

called (pandas, NumPy, matplotlib) & Machine learning algorithms like (Support vector

machine & Random Forest)

My Role: The project majorly handled in the python and lots of Data. I collected the data

from the Govt Web sites sources.

 Good team player with innovative nature.
 Good leadership qualities.
 Handling the things in hardsituation.
 Ability to grab quickly and to make out easily.

 Solved W3 Schools Quiz and Excise problems on python,java script,C,HTML,CSS
 Solved Hacker rank programs in python & I get 3star rating.
 Have a Certificate of Python in solo learn

Name : PONDHARA LOKNATH

Father’s Name : P. MOHAN

RAO Date of Birth: 08-08-2000

Gender : Male

Nationality : Indian

Languages : English, Telugu, Hindi, Odessa

Hobbies : playing caroms, bike riding, listening music & photography.

I promise all sincerity, honesty and integrity of character as part of my contributions

to the success of the industry.

Place: Hyderabad

Date: P. Loknath
Signature
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